
A young scholar told his wife that he was not afraid to die but worried about the burial afterwards.
"Promise me that when death comes, that you will not place me in the ground. Instead, wrap me in a
map and place me on top of the ground in the cemetery." The wife agreed to the strange request.

In time, the scholar became ill - as young as he was - and died. The scholar's parents wanted to bury
him like usual, but the wife insisted that she keep the promise and wrap the body in a mat and place in
the cemetery.

So it was done.

That night, two ogresses took a walk through the cemetery. They had an argument over the wind. One
said, "I know the wind at dawn is colder than the wind at sunset." "No," said the other one, "I know the
wind at sunset is colder than the wind at dawn." They were so angry with each other that they decided
to raise one of the corpses from the dead in that cemetery to judge. They found the dead scholar
wrapped in a mat. The ogresses delighted that they did not have to do any digging to have a body to
raise from the dead. They used their magic and the young scholar stood up. He had quite the sight, but
he remained calm.

Finally, the two ogresses shared what they needed.
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"We need you to judge which one of us is right. One of us says that the wind at dawn is colder. One of
us says that the wind at sunset is colder. Who is right and who is wrong?"

The recently-raised-from-the-dead scholar knew that he could die again if he did not have the right
answer. Yet, he needed to be firm in his decision.

He said, "You are both wrong, for those winds are equally cold."

The ogresses bared their teeth. To this, the scholar quickly added, "You are both right, for those winds
are equally cold."

This answer pleased the ogresses.

The scholar learned that day that a judge must be firm in his answer yet gentle. People are more willing
to hear the judgement.

As for the scholar, he returned to his wife and the two of them lived for 120 years in happiness.
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Burma and Myanmar are the same countries. The Burmese people are one of many ethnic
groups in the country. When the country was named, the focus was only on one ethnic
group. Then, it was announced in 1989 to be called Myanmar. However, even "Myanmar"
means "Burma" in the Burmese language. Not much changed expect the perception by
much of the world who did not know the Burmese language. When people understood this
sleight-of-hand, some people refused to use "Myanmar." Time has made it possible to say
either one of those names. Thus, we chose to use "Burma" and "Myanmar."


